We report how users interact with an experimental system that transforms single-field textual input into a multi-field query for an existing travel planner system. The experimental system was made publicly available and we collected over 30,000 queries from almost 12,000 users. From the free-text query log, we examined how users formulated structured information needs into free-text queries. The query log analysis shows that there is great variety in query formulation, over 400 query templates were found that occurred at least 4 times. Furthermore, with over 100 respondents to our questionnaire, we provide both quantitative and qualitative evidence indicating that end-users significantly prefer a single field interface over a multi-field interface when performing structured search.
INTRODUCTION
Many websites contain information that is stored in structured databases [6] . In order to gain access to this structured information, a user generally has to fill out and submit a complex web form consisting of multiple input fields and options. There are many potential benefits if one could search within such structured databases using a simpler interface consisting of a single text input field. For instance, in distributed IR [5] , connecting structured databases to a general Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. web search engine could potentially be simpler because the query could just be forwarded to the database without any query transformation. It could also be beneficial for Desktop search, which concerns semi-structured data collections and presents some challenges which are closely related to those in distributed IR [11] . Lastly, a single-field interface could be easier to use and could lead to better system usability. However, this leads to the following questions: i) do end-users prefer to use a single text field interface over a multi-field interface when they are performing structured search? ii) how do end-users phrase free-text queries in a single text field when they intend to perform a structured search? Finally, iii) how difficult is it to correctly interpret such free-text queries? The answers to these questions could: i) strengthen the motivation for the use of a single-field interface; ii) lead to a better understanding of the complexities involved in free-text queries with a structured search intent; and ultimately, iii) lead to solutions that improve the search experience for the end-user.
Our contributions are as follows. We report on the variety in free-text query formulations when end-users perform structured search. We provide both quantitative and qualitative evidence indicating that end-users prefer a single field interface over a multi-field interface when performing structured search. Furthermore, we categorize the type of errors made by both system and user, and show that many frequent errors concern spelling errors or out-of-dictionary terms. With regards to the query sessions, in the majority (68%) of the sessions, the very first query is already successful and returns results. In the remaining 32% of the sessions, 68% continued the session and obtained a successful result (needing 1.7 additional queries on average to successfully obtain results).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we overview related work on query log analysis. In Sect. 3 we describe what data was used and how the data was obtained. We describe our research methodology in Sect. 4, and present our findings in Sect. 5. Finally, discuss our work in Sect. 6, and conclude our work in Sect. 7.
RELATED WORK
Transaction Log Analysis (TLA), also referred to as search log or query log analysis, is a methodology to "examine the characteristics of searching episodes in order to isolate trends and identify typical interactions between searchers and the system" [9] . Transaction logs are viewed as an unobtrusive way of collecting significant amounts of data on the search behavior of a large number of users. Many studies have analyzed various aspects of large-scale search logs. In the end, the ultimate goal is to use this knowledge to improve the search experience for the user. Search log analysis can be used to improve, for example, retrieval functions [10] , spelling corrections [2] , and query segmentation [13, 8] . According to the large-scale Altavista search log study (which concerns about 1 billion entries), users tend to formulate short queries (2.3 words per query on average), and sessions are relatively short (2 queries on average) [15] . Similar findings regarding query length and query characteristics were reported in the Excite search log study (which concerns about 1 million entries) [16] and in an MSN search log study (concerning about 15 million entries) [3] . In the latter MSN study it was noted that, if we assumed direct relation between the reciprocal rank of the clicks and the effectiveness of the retrieval, the effectiveness decreases as the query length increases. Recent studies relating somewhat to the structured query intent concerned in our work, like [1, 12] , have analyzed query logs to extract common patterns of search or to extract structured information from queries. Since the aim of these studies was the development of a suitable extraction algorithm, no figures that could indicate user behavior, like query and session length statistics, were reported. However, these studies provide evidence that many queries in a general web search log contain structured patterns, and that it is important to further study the complexity of free-text queries with a structured intent.
DATA ACQUISITION
We developed a website 1 that serves as an alternative single-field interface (see Fig. 1a ) for the Dutch railways site 2 which has a multi-field search interface (see Fig. 1b ). We will use the terms NS and Treinplanner to refer to the Dutch railways site and our alternative site, respectively. Treinplanner adopts a pattern-based approach to find the best interpretation of the queries. This approach has been described in [18] . A valid query results in one or more interpretations, i.e. ways in which the web form of the NS can be filled out. After receiving the list of interpretations, the client's browser automatically submits the top interpretation to the NS and displays the results from the NS to the user. Examples of an invalid and a valid query can be seen in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b , respectively. The queries that were submitted to the Treinplanner were logged. It was also logged whether and how (e.g. using a mouse or the arrow keys on a keyboard) users selected the query suggestions that were shown while entering a query.
Visitors of the Treinplanner site can also provide feedback and participate in a usability study comparing the NS and the Treinplanner. They can provide feedback as either a general comment, or as specific feedback on the results for a particular query (i.e. giving a brief description of the error and annotating what they meant with the query). A visitor that wants to participate in the usability study must first enter some demographic information like his or her age, gender, and education level. The visitor must also indicate how much experience he or she has with both the NS and the Treinplanner systems. A visitor who has enough experience with both systems can continue to the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire. The SUS questionnaire is a sim-(a) The Treinplanner interface: a single-field search box. Inside the search box, an example query is shown (translated as search example: tomorrow at eleven departing from Amsterdam to Utrecht). ple, ten-item Likert scale giving a global view of subjective assessments of usability [4] . The questionnaire is administered for each system. This results in two scores ranging from 0 to 100, a higher score indicates a better usability of the system.
We gathered participants for our experiment through announcements on social media and through a number of press releases. In particular, we issued a tweet which was also re-tweeted by the NS (which has over 30,000 followers). Furthermore, we crawled all tweets containing the keyword "Treinplanner" to gain qualitative data on the end-users' opinion (on Twitter) about using this single-field search interface to actually perform structured search.
The data used for our analysis (query log data, usability study, opinion, tweets) were collected this year (2012) from January the 23 rd to March the 25 th .
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this section, we first describe how we analyzed the query log data. We next describe how we analyzed the quantitative data from the user study. Finally, we describe how we analyzed the qualitative data from the user comments and Twitter messages about the Treinplanner.
Query log analysis
We performed the following in our analysis of the query log: i) we cleaned the data and grouped the queries into sessions; ii) we manually analyzed a sample of the log; iii) we classified the queries into query types; iv) we extracted the query templates from each query; v) we analyzed if and how query suggestions were used. 
Cleaning and grouping the data
First, we removed all queries issued by ourselves (based on our ip addresses). Second, we discarded all queries that did not contain a cookie ID (this could happen when client browsers did not accept cookies). By using cookies, we can easily discriminate the queries of one client from another. We grouped all queries by their cookie ID and then segmented those queries into search episodes and search sessions using the geometric session detection method proposed by Gayo-Avello [7] . A search episode denotes all actions performed by a single user within a search engine during, at most, one day. An episode comprises one or more sessions, and each session comprises one or more successive queries related to one single information need or goal.
Manual sample analysis
We first introduce some new terminology. The Treinplanner system only returns results if: i) it can detect at least a departure and an arrival station name in the query, so if the query contains sufficient information; and if ii) none of the departure, arrival, or via-stations are the same, so if the information is non-conflicting. Otherwise, the system either indicates that some information is missing or that there is conflicting information. We refer to queries that contain sufficient and non-conflicting information as valid queries. Conversely, we refer to queries that contain insufficient or conflicting information as invalid queries.
Treinplanner does not apply spelling corrections. Therefore, queries with spelling errors for which the search intent is obvious, like "Amstredam to Utrecht", are invalid because the system could not detect at least two stations 3 . A valid query does not imply a correctly interpreted result for the user, e.g. the system might have extracted the wrong date and time, the wrong station names, or might have missed some important pieces of information. Therefore, we assessed the correctness of the interpretations by manually inspecting a random sample of the query log. We determined the true/false negatives (e.g. was the query really invalid or did the system fail to correctly interpret an otherwise valid query?), and we determined the true/false positives (e.g. was the query correctly interpreted, or were some meaningful parts incorrectly interpreted).
During the manual inspection, we used the following rules of thumb. For queries that are marked as invalid by the Treinplanner: if a human annotator could make sense from the query (by finding sufficient and non-conflicting information) we marked the query as a false negative. For queries that are marked as valid by the Treinplanner: if a human annotator could find meaningful pieces of information that were misinterpreted by the system, we marked the query as a false positive. In both cases, we noted what caused the error (e.g. a spelling mistake, a synonym that is not in the system's lexicon, some concatenated words).
Finally, we manually analyzed the explicit user feedback on wrong query interpretations such as when the system has mixed up the intended input fields of the stations, or has failed to recognize a relevant piece of information.
Session analysis
First, we analyzed the sessions in terms of their query validity. For example, how many sessions started with a valid query? In sessions that did not start with a valid query, how many successive queries did it take on average to reach a valid query? How many sessions did not have any valid queries at all? Second, to gain more insight in how users change their queries during a session, we classified successive queries within a session into one of the following query types:
Lexical repeat. A successive query is a lexical repetition of its previous query if the Levenshtein distance between the characters of both queries is less than some threshold 4 .
Specialization.
A successive query is a specialization if the set of terms of the successive query is a proper superset of the set of terms of the preceding query. For example, when one subsequently enters "Amsterdam" and "Amsterdam Utrecht", the latter query is a specialization query.
Generalization. A successive query is a generalization if the set of terms of the successive query is a proper subset of the set of terms of the preceding query. A generalization is the opposite of a specialization. For example, when one subsequently enters "Amsterdam Utrecht" and "Amsterdam", the latter query is a generalization query.
Mixture. A successive query is a mixture if both queries contain at least one term that is not in the other query, 3 Amstredam should be spelled as Amster dam 4 We used different thresholds depending on the length l (in number of characters) of the longest query: 0, if 1 ≤ l ≤ 3; 1, if 4 ≤ l ≤ 14; 2, if 15 ≤ l ≤ 24; and 3 for l ≥ 25 and if the intersection of the set of terms of both queries is not empty. For example, when one subsequently enters "Amsterdam Utrecht" and "Amsterdam Rotterdam", the latter query is a mixture query.
New. A successive query is new if the intersection of the set of terms of both queries is empty, while the queries themselves are not empty. For example, when one subsequently enters "Amsterdam Utrecht" and "Rotterdam Tilburg", the latter query is a new query.
Semantic repeat. A successive query is a semantic repetition of its previous query if the same set of key-value pairs can be extracted from both queries. For example, when one first enters "from Amsterdam to Utrecht" and then "to Utrecht from Amsterdam" (or just "Amsterdam Utrecht"), then the latter query is a semantic repetition.
Successive queries within a session were classified according to the specified order of the classes. That is, if a query could not be classified as the first class, lexical repeat, we tried the second class, specialization. If it could not be classified as specialization, we tried the third, and so on, until the query was classified. This way, we ensured that a query belonged to, at most, one class. Note the asymmetric output of this procedure: queries from the class lexical repeat could in theory also belong to the class semantic repeat; however, queries from the class semantic repeat could never belong to the class lexical repeat. Related work on query log analysis (see Sect. 2) normally concerns keyword search queries; however, due to our experimental setup, our query log contains free-text queries that contain structured keyvalue pairs. Therefore, we can classify a successive query as a semantic repetition with its previous query if the set of key-value pairs of both queries are the same.
Template extraction
A query consists of a sequence of keywords and domain attributes, e.g. like station, date, and time. By abstracting away the specific instances of each attribute, we can represent a query by its query template [1] . The templates were automatically extracted by the Treinplanner system. Pieces of text that it recognized as stations were marked as station; words indicating what kind of station (departure, destination, or intermediate) were marked as from, to, or via, respectively; dates, times, or words indicating time of departure or time of arrival, were marked as date, time, or arr/dep, respectively. Finally, words that were not recognized were marked as oov (out-of-vocabulary). For instance, the query "Amsterdam, destination: Utrecht, arrival time 10 pm" is represented by the template: station to station arr/dep time.
Query suggestion usage
The Treinplanner interface shows query suggestions while typing, but are these suggestions used? And does it pay to use the suggestions, i.e. do users who use query suggestions issue more valid queries than users not using suggestions? We compared the queries where no suggestions were selected to those where a suggestion was used once or multiple times. We applied the Pearson's chi-square test (χ 2 ) to find out whether or not using suggestions and entering valid queries are correlated [14] . The χ 2 tests for dependence and does not assume a normal probability distribution.
Usability study -quantitative analysis
We compared the usability scores for the Treinplanner to those for the NS. We checked whether the scores differed significantly using the paired T-test, with p < 0.05. Since the T-test assumes a normal distribution on the data and since we do not know for certain that our data follows a normal distribution, we also applied the statistically weaker sign test which does not assume a normal distribution. The tests were performed over all participants and over groups of participants to check whether or not the difference is significant across all groups.
User opinions -qualitative analysis
We performed a qualitative analysis of the user's opinions about Treinplanner, also by manual inspection. The user opinions were obtained from comments that were given at the Treinplanner site, and from tweets that mentioned "Treinplanner". From the comments, we counted how many mentioned positive aspects, negative aspects, bugs, or possible improvements. From the tweets, we counted how many mentioned positive aspects, and how many mentioned negative aspects of the Treinplanner system. Tweets that were otherwise neutral were discarded.
RESULTS
In this section, we adhere to the structure of the previous section about our methodology. We first present our findings on the query log analysis, then on the usability study, and end with our findings on the user opinion analysis.
Query log results

Descriptive statistics
We collected a total of 36,271 queries, which, after cleaning, resulted in 30,472 queries. These queries were issued by 11,933 different clients, based on the client's cookie ID. The distributions of query lengths over valid, invalid, and all queries is depicted in Fig. 3 . Valid queries are slightly longer than invalid queries on average. More detailed query length statistics are given in Table 1 . After grouping the queries by client and applying the geometric query segmentation method [7] , we found 13,058 search episodes and 14,541 search sessions. This data is summarized in Table 2 . The distribution of the number of queries within a session is depicted on a log-log plot in Fig. 4 . It can be seen from the figure that the session length follows a Zipfian distribution (the dots are approximately linearly aligned), which is consistent with findings in related literature [16] .
Manual sample results
For the manual query log inspection, we randomly selected a total of 1,500 queries, or 5% of the query log: 750 valid queries, and 750 invalid queries.
False positives. Out of the 750 valid queries, 46 (6.1%) were incorrectly interpreted. In all false positives, the system failed to interpret certain meaningful parts of the query, such as: "1800", "ten past 2", "next month", and "around rush hour". Other frequent mistakes were the lack of spaces between two meaningful parts (e.g. "Wednesday10 am") and spelling errors (e.g. "Amsterdam Utrecht elevn o'clock").
False negatives. Out of the 750 invalid queries, 66 (8.8%) were wrongly marked as invalid. The most frequent mistake, causing just over half of the false negatives, could be attributed to the lack of certain synonyms for some station names. Therefore, given a query that is perfectly interpretable by a human annotator, the system would indicate that there was no departure, or arrival, station. The second most frequent mistake was the use of dashes as a separator between meaningful parts, like "Amsterdam-Utrecht". The third reason, causing 7 false negatives, was that if a query was phrased in a particular way 5 , there would be no result. Further, we observed many spelling errors and a frequent lack of spaces between two meaningful parts in a query. However, even if those mistakes could be corrected, most of those queries would still be invalid as they only mentioned one station or something that is not in the scope of the system (e.g. like street or place names).
Explicit feedback. There were 31 queries reported by users for which the system gave a misinterpreted result. Reasons for the most frequently reported mistakes could be attributed to: an incomplete lexicon (26%); usage of particular terms by which users indicate arrival time instead of departure time (23%); and, issues relating to either the recognition of times or the interpretation of times -e.g. five o'clock, but is that in the evening or morning? (31%). 
Session results
Out of the 14,541 sessions, 7,256 sessions consisted of just one query, and 7,285 consisted of two or more queries. Table 3 shows how many sessions started with a valid query and how many started with an invalid query. It also shows how many were single-query or multi-query sessions. In the majority (68%) of the sessions, the very first query is already successful and returns results. From the 3,795 multi-query sessions that started with an invalid query, 3,192 (84%) contained at least one valid query, and 603 (16%) contained no valid queries. After an initial invalid query, it took 1.7 queries on average to reach a valid query.
As described in Sect. 4, we classified successive queries within sessions into one of several query types. Some queries could not be assigned to any class and they were inspected manually. Almost all unclassifiable pairs of queries looked like this: "tomorrow from Utrecht to The Hague" and "tomorrow from The Hague to Utrecht". That is, the queries contained the same terms, which is why they could not be classified as any of the specialization, generalization, mixture, or new query types. Further, the queries were neither lexical nor semantic repetitions of each other. Whether these queries should still be considered as mixture queries or as a new query type is open for discussion. For now, we will use the query type other to refer to these queries. Figure 5 depicts the query type distribution of successive queries within a session. The types are split into valid and invalid queries. From this figure we can see that, apart from new and semantic repetition queries, the majority of successive queries within a session are valid queries. Specialization and mixture queries perform particularly well. A plausible explanation is that a users naturally submit a specialization query after an invalid query when, for instance, the preceding invalid query did not contain both a departure and arrival station. Table 4 lists the 12 most frequent templates. The first and second templates denote the type of error in invalid queries as perceived by the system. For example, if a users enters "to Amsterdam via Utrecht" or just "to Amsterdam", then the system would indicate that no departure station was given. There were over 400 templates that occurred at least 4 times, and in total there were almost 1,500 templates. This shows that there is great variety in how users formulate structured information needs. 
Query template results
Suggestion usage results
The Treinplanner system shows query suggestions while the user is typing and formulating a query. Query suggestions are generally perceived as helpful. From Table 5 , which shows how users select the query suggestions, we can see that most queries are typed in completely without making use of the query suggestions. We can also see that query suggestions are more often selected with the mouse rather than with the arrow keys on the keyboard. On the one hand, this is surprising since we assumed that the ease of formulating a query using only a keyboard would outweigh the effort of grabbing the mouse to make a selection from query suggestions. On the other hand, most queries were typed in completely, which may indicate that users do prefer to just use the keyboard. Nevertheless, the results suggest that one should select the query suggestions more often since the ratio between valid and invalid queries, when selecting and making use of the query suggestion (ratio of 3.1 : 1.0), is significantly higher (p < 0.001) than when not making use of the query suggestions (ratio of 2.3 : 1.0). 
Usability analysis -quantitative results
There were 116 participants (99 male and 17 female) that opted in and completed our online survey. The modal, average, and standard deviation of the ages of the participants were 25, 40, and 19 years, respectively. The education background of the participants is summarized in Table 6 . The Simple Usability Scale (SUS) scores for the NS and the Treinplanner systems are shown in Table 7 . Overall, the participants significantly prefer the Treinplanner system (first row in the table). By grouping the participants based on their level of search engine familiarity, we can see that as the familiarity increases, the difference between interface preference grows larger. The groups 'frequent' and 'often' significantly prefer the single-field interface, whereas in the group 'rare' there is almost no difference between the two systems. 
Opinion analysis -qualitative results
During the period of January the 25 th to February the 29 th , we collected over 150 opinions on the Treinplanner site and over 300 tweets mentioning the Treinplanner. Out of all 150 opinions, 64% were positive, expressing statements like "great initiative", "nice!","works great and fast"; 21% gave suggestions on for improving the system; 6% were negative or skeptical of the system; and, 9% indicated mistakes like how a query was misinterpreted. It was even uttered 9 times, asking if such an interface would become available for another major travel planning site. From the Twitter messages, only 6 tweets mentioned a bug or expressed doubts about the system (e.g. "is the Treinplanner interface an improvement?", or "the site does not work"), the rest were positive (re)tweets, like "forget the NS travel planner, Treinplanner is better".
6. DISCUSSION
Methodology
There are two issues regarding our data collection method that should be addressed. First, while our collected queries may reflect the expected types of queries in a production system, it is possible that our sample contains an over-estimate of test-queries. Some users may have been inclined to explore the limits of the system and issued many different queries not necessarily related to a real information need. Second, we note that the results presented in Sect. 5.2 and Sect. 5.3 were based on not-so-random sampling. It is possible that only those users who would like to say something were analysed and not the silent majority (if any).
Results
One remarkable observation is the relatively high number of invalid queries. Search log studies typically deal with keyword queries since the search engine in question provides a keyword search service to its users. In contrast, Treinplanner allows its users to enter anything ranging from keyword queries up to complete natural language sentences. Therefore, the question arises whether the users' expectations will match the actual capabilities of the system. That is, will the users' queries be such that they make good use of the system's query understanding capabilities, will they be too simple, or will they be too complex? This has also been referred to as the habitability problem [17] . After manually inspecting a sample of the query log, we noticed that some users had a dialog system in mind. For instance, after submitting a query, they submit a subsequent query like "no, from amsterdam". Another wrongful expectation was that the system could interpret more than Dutch train station names, e.g. like street names or station names in foreign countries. This is partly reflected by the large proportion (over 55%) of invalid to invalid semantic repetitions. In other words, users would re-phrase their information needs, which contained unrecognized places, hoping or expecting that the system would then understand their query if it was formulated differently. Finally, many queries contained just one station name. This could indicate that users expected the system to know their current location (similar to how modern mobile devices know their geographic location) and assume it as their departure location. This was explicitly given as feedback by some users. While the habitability problem might account for some of these invalid queries, we again point out the possibility that some users were plainly biased towards testing the limits of the system. There were more than 1k sessions that contained 5 or more queries, which is strongly indicative of people testing the system. Another remarkable observation is that the most likely valid-query template (date time from station to station) corresponds to the template of the example query shown in the Treinplanner interface. In contrast, in an earlier laboratory experiment where users were given different search tasks in various descriptions, the majority of the users did not follow the templates of the descriptions of the search tasks [18] . One way to mitigate this effect is to refrain from showing any example query in the first place, but that would increase the effect of the habitability problem. Another way to mitigate this effect is to randomly show different examples with different templates. However, from a production perspective, one can argue that the end user should formulate the question in a way that is expected: the more we can guide the user into using some pattern, the better.
CONCLUSION
We have described an in-depth analysis of how structured information needs are formulated as free-text queries. In addition, we have conducted a user study and analyzed user opinions to find out whether or not users prefer a single-field interface or a multi-field interface for formulating structured queries. Our research questions can be answered as follows.
i) Do end-users prefer to use a single text field interface over a multi-field interface when they are performing structured search? In general, users significantly prefer the single field-interface. From our questionnaire we can conclude that, the more experience a user has with general web search engines, the more pronounced the preference is for the singlefield interface. Also, looking at the qualitative data obtained from the tweets and user opinions, the many positive responses towards the single-field interface are most pertinent, indicating that the single-field interface is preferred.
ii) How do end-users phrase free-text queries in a single text field when they intend to perform a structured search? We have extracted almost 1,500 unique templates describing how users formulate their queries. With over 400 query templates occurring at least 4 times, we can say that there is great variation in how queries are formulated. Furthermore, users make use of their own abbreviations for station names, or make many mistakes like spelling errors, or forget to separate words with a white space.
iii) How difficult is it to correctly interpret such queries? In this experiment we used a rule-based system to interpret and translate the user queries. Our manual analysis of 5% of the query log showed that 7.3% of the queries were incorrectly interpreted. The reasons for most mistakes could be attributed to the query containing spelling errors, or the system not containing enough synonyms. Certain types of errors might be challenging for a rule-based approach; but overall, the system correctly interpreted most queries with an accuracy of over 92%.
Overall, we can conclude that a very flexible system is needed to handle the large variety in query formulations. Also, spelling errors are an important problem and are partially solved by query suggestions. Finally, users suffer from the habitability problem which partially explains why they enter invalid queries. However, users are able to rephrase their query into a valid query, requiring less than two reformulations on average.
For future work we plan to analyse queries over a longer period of time, particularly focussing on queries of returning users. Other interesting directions for future work include analyzing query formulations in more complex domains, such as, for example: product search sites, library catalogs, or travel-planning sites that include all kinds of transportation means and not just train travel.
